
EARTH SCIENCE: METEOROLOGY  

FLIP CARD 

 

Big Idea: The uneven heating and cooling of daytime and nighttime sides of the Earth, and the qualities of 

different materials of Earth’s surface in absorbing and reflecting heat, create wind patterns in the Earth’s 

atmosphere. 

How does sunlight affect air 
temperature? It warms up the ground or 

water, which warms up the air above it. 

The sunlight does not warm up the air 

much because the molecules are too far 

apart and they don’t have much mass. 

Sunlight warms up water better than air, 

but not as well as solid ground. Sunlight 

warms up solid ground the best. 

What causes changes in air 
temperature? Sunlight warms up the 

ground and water during the day, and the 

ground and water cool off at night. 

How does temperature affect air 
movement? Warm air will rise, and cool 

air will sink, so cool air will push under 

warm air, making wind (air in motion). 

Cool air is heavier than warm air, so cool 

air has higher pressure (or weight), and 

warm air has lower pressure (or weight). 

 

Big Idea: The water cycle creates clouds, precipitation, and weather patterns while it provides fresh water for 

life on Earth. Clouds can provide clues about the amount of water in the air and help predict future weather. 
 

Clouds form when water vapor rises from liquid water 

(evaporation). As it goes up further from the ground it cools 

and becomes liquid water (condensation). The water drops all 

together make a cloud. Most low clouds are made of water 

drops, and some high clouds are made of ice crystals. Some 

take up a little space, and some spread out in the sky.  

Cumulus—medium or low altitude puffy clouds of water 

vapor. A lot of cumulus might mean rain in a couple of days. 

Just a few mean warm weather. 

Cumulonimbus—tall, dark storm clouds that cause lightning. 

Stratus—wide, flat, low clouds that usually bring rain or snow. 

Cirrus—high, wispy clouds of ice crystals that usually mean 

cool, clear weather. 

Contrails--Condensation trails left when an airplane flies 

through water vapor. 

Eventually, enough water condenses in the cloud that it 

becomes heavy enough to fall to Earth again (precipitation). 

It may be: 

Rain—liquid water drops falling from the sky. 

Sleet—little ice pellets like candy sprinkles, falling with rain or snow (usually winter). 

Hail—large ice chunks (quarter, golf-ball sized, or even baseball sized) that can fall in spring or summer. 

Snow—Ice crystals that float down in winter. 

It runs off to collect in streams, ponds, lakes, rivers, oceans, or underground and begins the cycle again.. 

 



 

  
 

Big Idea: Scientists describe weather by measuring temperature, wind direction and speed, and precipitation; 

the recurring pattern of weather over time for a region is its climate. 

 

       
Big Idea: Meteorologists classify severe weather into types of storms to communicate about the dangers to 

local populations. 
Hurricanes form over 

water in the summer 

months, last for a week, and 

have storms that spin 

around an eye that has clear 

weather. They cause most 

of their damage with 

flooding and storm surge 

(high waves), but the wind 

is dangerous too. Our 

hurricanes start over the 

Atlantic Ocean. 

Tornadoes form over land 

or water, last for a few 

minutes, and do most of their damage from the high winds. Many 

occur in Tornado Alley, in the states on the Plains. 

Scientists who study the weather are meteorologists—

meteor (old English--sky) ologist (Latin--student of). 


